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Character Creation Rules 
 
Roll 3d6.  Reroll 1s.   Add together.  Allocate numbers as you desire.  Reroll Attribute you think sucks the 
most. 
Str- Melee Attack Bonus, Melee bonus damage, unarmed damage 
Con- Bonus HP 
Dex- AC, Initiative, Ranged Attack Bonus 
Int- Modifier for Skill points (any class); mod roll for Deal With the Devil of Sorcerer. 
Wis- Modifier for dice can be rerolled/session; mod roll for Forced Shifting of Druid 
Chr- Reaction Adjustment, modifier for # henchman; mod roll for Righteous Begging of Cleric. 
 
Modifiers- You Really Suck: 3= -3; Plain Suck: 4-5= -2; Kinda Suck- 6-8= -1; Average- 9-12= 0; Kick Some 
Butt- 13-15= +1; Kick Butt- 16-17= +2; Kick Serious Ass- 18= +3; Max Attribute is 18. 
 
Race- GM Choice: Either choose from beginning or roll d12 1-9= human, 10-12 choose other race.   
Ekrask (Lizardmen) - +2 to Chosen Attribute; +2 AC (Natural Armor), Claws (as Class damage)- Blood Spout- 
Once per day can shoot blood out of eyes.  Make a ranged attack against target, if hit target must make a 
Constitution save or be stunned for 1d3 rounds.  Smell of blood makes target easier to track by scent.   
Half Demon- +2 to Chosen Attribute; Infernal Parentage- Choose One: Infernal Sire- Can cast Scare 1x/day.  
Succubus Mother- Can cast Charm Person 1x/day (as spell).  Fiendish Resistances- Due to parentage a Half Demon 
receives +2 to any save against Cold, Electric, and Fire damage.  
Human- +2 to Chosen Attribute; +4 HP; Roll 1d3- 1) Extra reroll/session; 2) +1 Skill Point; 3) Extra Second Wind 
a session; 
Kenku- +2 to Chosen Attribute; Can cast Darkness or Light 1x/day;  Fly- Ascend 30ft, Dive 130 ft, and move 60ft 
rnd (with Very light or no armor).  Morph- 1x/day can take the shape of a human.  Lasts until canceled.  
Transformation takes 1d4 rounds and is highly disturbing to witness.   
Mutant- +2 to Chosen Attribute; Roll twice on Mutation Table (See end of document) and gain stated benefits.   
 
Darkvision- Half-Demon and Mutant- See 60ft in dark.  Light cancels effect. 
Low Light- Kenku, Northern Race, Lizard Folk- See twice as far in low light as human. 
 
Languages 
Kenku- Kenku and Common 
Half Demon Human, and Mutant- Common 
Ekrask- Eksca and Common 
 
Additional Languages: A characters Intelligence modifier gives them an x in 6 chance to know another language at 
character creation.  IE- A character with a +3 in has a 3 in 6 chance to know another language. They get an 
automatic language for having a +1, but no more for additional modifiers. 
 
Languages: Abyssal, Goblinoid, Draconic (lost language- only obtainable when books are found and language 
learned). 
 
To learn another language or read/write it, you must spend 1k exp.  IE- it would cost 2k exp to be able to read, write, 
and speak a language you didn’t already know. 
 
Starting Hit Points- Rule 1- Roll HD, add number to Con bonus for starting HP.  Rule 2- Characters start with Max 
HP + Con bonus at level 1.   
 
Classes-  
 
Fighter-  
Info- HD- d8, Base Attack Bonus +1 per level, weapon damage d8 
Thrill of the Kill- Kill an enemy and get a second attack with melee or bow against a new target (5ft range for 
melee, 50 ft for bow)  This can happen only once per round.   
Martial Prowess: Choose Two-  
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Rapid Attack- Get a second attack, even with movement, at a -5 to roll, with bow or melee. 
Unarmed Fighting- Treat hands as  deadly weapons, and do Class damage instead of pansy slapping of everyone 
else.   
Blind Fighting- Don’t suffer the embarrassing -4 to swinging when you can’t see. 
Adept Fighter- Increase Class damage to d10. 
Improved Critical- Score criticals on 19-20 instead of just natural 20. 
Shielded Knight- Use shield as weapon.  Do ½ Fighter weapon dmg and enemy must make Con SV or -1 rolls next 
rnd. 
 
Also Choose One- 
Fleet Footed- Increase movement by 10ft. 
Armor Training- Reduce Dex skill roll penalties by 1. 
Bravery- +2 to Saves VS fear effects. 
Imp Shield Use- Increase bonus AC from shield by +1 
Pit Fighter- No longer suffer -2 to attack with Improvised Weapons. 
 
Every Third Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Damage, +1 Reaction/Morale (for followers) or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Rogue 
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 2 levels, Weapon Damage d6 
Skills Package (choose 4+ Int Modifier): 1. Stealth; 2. Tinkering; 3. Murder; 4. Survival;  5. Lore/Occult; 6. 
Perception/Investigation; 7. Symbology/Cryptology; 8. Engineering/Stonework; 9. Therapy/Medicine; 10. 
Exploration/Spelunking 
Improved Back Attack- A Rogue that is successful in sneaking up on a target unawares is able to make an attack at 
a +4 (instead of the normal +2).  If the attack is successful it does double damage.  At 5th level the damage is tripled 
and at 9th level it is quadrupled. 
 
Choose Two- 
Quick Draw- Rogues can draw small weapons without the need of making a successful Dexterity check.   
Poisoner- You don’t need to roll when putting poison on your blade.  Can’t poison yourself by accident. 
Imp Stealth- Move at full movement instead of normal ½ movement. 
Rogue Luck- Gain an additional reroll per session. 
Cantrips- Gain the ability to cast any level 0 Sorcerer spells.  Can use this ability equal to Int modifier +1.  
Spry- Allocate one target that you are focusing on.  Gain an additional +1 bonus to AC.   
Silver Tongued- Anytime you make an opposing charisma roll against a target, they must roll twice and take the 
lower of the two rolls. 
Improved Initiative- Roll initiative twice.  Take higher of the two.  If doing group d6 initiative this works for 
whoever is rolling. 
Every Third Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Damage, +1 Reaction/Morale (for followers) or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Ranger 
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 2 levels, Weapon Damage d6 
Survivalist- Start with 1 point in Survival Skill 
Favored Enemy- The Rogue has studied one enemy that has hounded them in the past.  Gain +2 to AC, Attack, and 
Damage against the enemy.  Also when making an Int check about the enemy gain +2 to roll.   
Archer- Can make two attacks with a bow in a single round.  Each attack must be resolved separately.  Suffer -5 to 
second attack. 
 
Choose One 
Animal Companion- You start with a cool faithful companion that is more epic than the normal version.  If your 
animal companion dies you can go into the wild and attempt to befriend a new one. 
Naturalist- You know how to harvest venom from various insects and animals in nature.  You also know how to 
make anti-venom from these creatures as well (this is ONLY in an environment that you’re familiar with).  Mixing 
an anti-venom takes 1 day per HD of the creature.   
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Also Choose One 
Imp Aim- Aiming grants a +4 bonus to shots, instead of the normal +2. 
Quick Reload- Reloading a Crossbow takes ½ round instead of a full round and loading a wheellock weapon takes 
one round instead of two. 
Deadly Training- Increase your Class Damage to d8. 
 
Every Third Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Damage, +1 Reaction/Morale (for followers) or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Barbarian 
Info- HD- d10, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 2 levels, Weapon Damage d8 
Rage- +2 to Damage and +2 to saving throws against mind altering affects and fear. Ignore amount of damage equal 
to ½ level rounded down.  Also incur -2 to AC and -2 to Intelligence checks.  Rage lasts a number of rounds equal to 
one half level rounded down +1 (min of 2 rounds at level 1). Rage Con bonus x/day (min 1).  Can’t cast spells or use 
abilities of concentration. 
Two Handed Warrior- Barbarians also gain the benefit of 2h weapon rolls, even if they don’t have the minimum 
Strength Requirement.   
Brute Force- A Barbarian with a 2-handed weapon is a terrible foe to face.  They gain +1 to attack with a 2h 
weapon and can subtract from their Base Attack Bonus and add that to damage (starting at level 2).  
 
Choose Two 
Thick Skin- Ignore two points of all damage. 
Harsh Rager- Rage an additional time per day.  
Primal Vitality- Get an additional Second Wind per game session. 
Chainmail Bikini/Cod-piece- When wearing no armor treat your AC as if wearing Medium Armor (suffer no Dex 
mods). 
Insane Health- Start with an additional +4 HP at level 1.   
Iron Will- While raging you are immune to mind altering effects and fear.  
 
Every Third Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Damage, +1 Reaction/Morale (for followers) or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Sorcerer-  
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 3 levels, weapon damage d4 
Abilities: Can Read & Detect Magic within 2 yards, after 1 round concentrating.   
Summon Familiar- As per GM decision.  Should be natural animal.  Grants +1 HD to caster. Allows caster to 
deliver touch spells through creature.  If the creature dies, the Sorcerer suffers 3d6 damage and cannot summon a 
new familiar for 1 month.     
Spells: Cast spells (see list below)- # spells equal to lvl +2/day.  Can cast any spells equal to ½ x level safely.  Can 
cast level zero and one spells at level one (Max level 5).  Higher than that or extra spells see Extemporaneous-
Channeling below.  Either knows all spells or starts with 1d3 lvl 0, 1d2 lvl 1, and roll d6- 1 of spell of that level 
(reroll 6) (GM’s call on how knowing of spells is handled).  Can cast a number of level zero spells equal to level 
safely.   
Deal with the Devil: A character may cast any spell from the list, beyond normal spells/day, by rolling 11+ or 
higher on a D20 (Add Int Modifier). If the spell is higher level than you can normally cast, subtract the difference 
from the roll. Each daily attempt beyond the first carries a cumulative -5 penalty to the roll (increasing chance of bad 
stuff happening to you). If you fail, roll on the Bad Stuff Table.  If the roll is a critical failure, roll on the Terrible 
Stuff Table.     
 
Also Get-  
Brew Potion:  Spells that make sense to be brewed as potions.  Must know the spell.  100gp x spell level.  Time to 
brew- 1 day x spell level.  Poisons also count as potions.   
Scribe Scroll: Must know spell to write.  100gp x spell level.  Time to scribe- 1 day x spell level. 
Every 3rd Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Reaction/Morale, +1 Attack Bonus or +1 'Skill'. 
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Bad Stuff Table 

1 Pain lances through you, doing 1d6 damage. 
2 You are struck dumb and unable to talk for 2d6 rounds. 

3 The spell goes off as you cast it centered on you.  Take damage/effect of the spell. 
4 The void opens up and a small imp comes out and attacks the caster. 

5 You are confused (as per spell) for 1d6+1 rounds- 1) Do nothing; 2) Attack self; 3) Attack friend; 4) Normal 
6 You being jibbering and babbling like an idiot.  -1d4 to Charisma for 24 hours. 

7 You feel your intelligence zapped from your brain.  -1d4 to Intelligence for 24 hours. 
8 You become feeble and weak.  -1d4 to Constitution for 24 hours. 

9 You are knocked unconscious for 1d6+1 hours. 
10 You crossed a line and must roll on the Terrible Stuff Table. 

 
Terrible Stuff Table 

1 You catch a glimpse of what lies beyond and lose 1 Wisdom permanently. 
2 A more powerful imp appears from the void that can only seen by the caster.  It attacks immediately. 

3 Pain lances through your brain.  You lose 1 Intelligence permanently. 
4 You are corrupted beyond redemption and are transformed into an Abomination.  Now NPC monster. 

5 Strange Shadow Leeches appear from beyond and feast on the magic of your body.  No one else can see these 
disgusting slimy horrible little bastards.  You are drained of the ability to cast magic in a matter of seconds as you 
run around flailing your arms uselessly and screaming like a terrified child.  You cannot cast spells for 1d6 days. 

6 Your body is wracked with pain.  You take 3d6 damage. 
7 Something terrible from the void lashes out and mutilates your body, causing deep and gruesome scars to appear.  

-1 to Charisma permanently. 
8 Life is leached out of you- You age 3d10 years permanently. 

9 In a flash of light you switch bodies with another player in the group! 
12 You die in the most epic, painful way possible. 

 
Warrior Priest-  
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 2 levels, weapon damage d6 
Spells: Cast spells (see list below)- # spells equal to lvl +1 day.  Can cast any spell equal to ½ x level safely.  Can 
cast level zero and one spells at level one (Max level 5).  Higher than that or extra spells see Righteous Begging 
below.  Knows all spells because their god told them.  Can cast a number of level zero spells equal to level safely.   
Channel Energy- Does 1d6 dmg/3 lvl (max of 4d6 damage) in a 30ft radius to undead.  Can use this ability 3 times 
per day.  Protection from Good will negate the effect of Channel Energy.  Undead 2HD under the Cleric must make 
a Wisdom based save or cower in terror.  Undead 4 HD under die instantly.   At level 5 this can affect Demons and 
Devils as well. 
Weapon of Deity- When using this weapon, receive +1 to attack and damage. 
Righteous Begging- A Cleric can beg his god and may cast any spell from the list (inc. from scrolls), beyond 
normal spells/day, by rolling 11+ or higher on a D20 (add Chr Modifier). If the spell is higher level than you can 
normally cast, subtract the difference from the roll. Each daily attempt beyond the first carries a cumulative -5 
penalty to the roll (increasing chance of your God g). If you fail, you lose the ability to cast spells for 1d3 days.  If 
you critically fail your god reaches through the cosmos and squishes you like a bug and die.  Pissing off a god is no 
laughing matter.   
You Gotta Believe- You gotta do what the fuck your god says.  If you don’t, he/she/it will give you a snobby look 
of derision and take your powers away for 1d3 days.  You will then be subject to mockery with visions of people 
having a good time while you are impotent and lame. 
 
Choose One-  
Smite Evil- Once per day can attack a person you consider an enemy divine fury.  Gain +20 to attack and adds an 
extra 2d6 damage.    
Divine Health- Immune to diseases, whatever the origin. 
Lay On Hands- Heal target (including self) for 2hp/level once per day. 
 
Also Choose One-  
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Brew Potion:  Spells that make sense to be brewed as potions.  Must know the spell.  100gp x spell level.  Time to 
brew- 1 day x spell level.  Poisons also count as potions.   
Scribe Scroll: Must know spell to write.  100gp x spell level.  Time to scribe- 1 day x spell level. 
 
Every 3rd Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Reaction/Morale, +1 Attack Bonus or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Druid- 
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 2 levels, weapon damage d6 
Savagery- +2 to Damage and +2 to saving throws against mind altering affects and fear. Ignore amount of damage 
equal to ½ level rounded down.  Also incur -2 to AC and -2 to Intelligence checks.  Rage lasts a number of rounds 
equal to 1/2 level rounded down +1 (min of 2 rounds at level 1).  Can’t cast spells or use abilities of concentration.  
Can use 1x/day. 
Wild Shape- Able turn into a small or medium sized animal.  This operates like the Polymorph Self spell.  The 
druid chooses the animal upon gaining this ability.  Once the selection is made it cannot be undone.  A druid can 
change into wild shape 1x/day.  Every 3rd lvl a new Wild Shape is chosen as well as using Wild Shape another time 
per day..  At level 10 the druid is able to take the shape of a large version of one of his totems.  This can be used in 
lieu of one of the standard Wild Shape.  Max of 3 shapes and x/day. 
Forced Shifting- A Druid can attempt to use Wild Shape beyond normal times/day or transform into a shape she 
doesn’t know by rolling 11+ or higher on a D20 (Add Wis Modifier). Each daily attempt beyond the first carries a 
cumulative -5 penalty to the roll.  If a 1 is rolled you still transform into the animal but are stuck in that form until 
someone can cast a Polymorph spell on you to bring you back to your normal hippy self.     
Natural Digs- Druids know how to make weapons of stone, wood, and bone with ease, should they have the 
materials available.  Also knows how to make light leather armor.      
Woodland Stride- A Druid is able to move through obstructions like thorns, brambles, roots, thick branches, and 
the like as if they were water.  A Druid will suffer no damage from troubles like Thorns.  A Druid also leaves no 
tracts when walking in nature. 
Spells- Cast spells (see list below)- # spells equal to lvl +1/day.  Can cast any spell equal to ½ x level.  Can cast 
level zero and one spells at level one (Max level 5).  Knows all spells because they hugged a tree.   Can cast a 
number of level zero spells equal to level safely.       
All Natural- If a Druid uses any metal weapons or armor they are unable to cast spells for 24 hours. 
 
Choose One: 
Animal Companion- You start with a cool faithful companion that is more epic than the normal version.  If your 
animal companion dies you can go into the wild and attempt to befriend a new one. 
Animalistic- Ability to grow claws that do class damage.  Never be caught without a weapon.   
Way of the Animal- Use Wild Shape 1 additional x/day. 
 
Every 3rd Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Reaction/Morale, +1 Attack Bonus or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Witch-  
Info- HD- d6, Base Attack Bonus +1 per 3 levels, weapon damage d4 
Abilities:  
Blood Boil- Once per day a Witch can draw dark power from within and make the blood of a target boil.  They must 
succeed at a Constitution Save or be wracked with feverish pain as their innards are cooked.   Successful save means 
target takes half damage.  Damage: Lvl 1-3 1d4; 4-6 1d6; 7-19 1d8; 10+ 1d8 as 2h weapon dmg (roll damage twice, 
take higher of the two).   
Ravage (Wisdom)- Once per day a Witch is able to channel her negative energies and cause physical pain and 
wounds to targets in a certain radius, but at risk to herself.  The Witch must declare how much damage she wishes to 
inflict on the opponents, 1-2d6.  She then makes a Wisdom check.  If she succeeds all targets in a 15ft radius take 
that amount of damage (They can make a Wisdom Save to take ½ damage).  If she fails, then she takes that amount 
of damage. 
Horror- Once per day a Witch can transform herself into a terrible horrible hag.  The transformation is painful and 
horrific to witness.  Gains the Rage ability from Barbarian and up damage to Barbarian level. This cannot be ended 
prematurely.   
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Summon Familiar- As per GM decision.  As a Witch the familiar is generally a Bat, Rat, Cat, or Frog.  Grants +2 
HP to caster and allows caster to deliver touch spells through creature.  If the creature dies, the Witch suffers 3d6 
damage and cannot summon a new familiar for 1 month.     
Spells: Cast spells (see list below)- # spells equal to lvl /day.  Can cast any spells equal to ½ x level.  Can cast level 
zero and one spells at level one (Max Level 3).  A Witch chooses her spells from the Warrior Priest or Sorcerer spell 
list.  At level 6 a Witch can attempt to manipulate magic and cast a higher level spell.  She must make Charisma 
check TN 11 (-4 to roll).  If successful she is able to cast one level 4 spell per day.  Nothing negative happens if 
regular failure, but attempt is spent.  The Witch ages 3d10 years if it is a critical failure.  Can cast a number of level 
zero spells equal to level safely.     
 
Ways of the Witch 
Choose One: 
Witch’s Luck or Curse- Able to bless or curse a target.  Blessed targets can reroll a failed roll, while cursed target 
must reroll a successful roll (Wisdom negates).  Can be used once per day. 
Way of Pain- Can use either Ravage or Blood Boil one additional time per day. 
Superior Familiar- The Witch can have a Wolf, Dog, Bob Cat, Boa Constrictor, or Giant (Lesser) Spider as a 
familiar. 
Fly- You have a broom that allows you to fly as per the spell.  If the boom is lost you must enchant another one.  
This takes several hours under the full moon, several rare ingredients equaling 500gp.   
Every 3rd Level- +1 to an Attribute, +1 Reaction/Morale, +1 Attack Bonus or +1 'Skill'. 
 
Each Character Starts with the Following: 
Adventurer gear- Backpack, Bedroll, Torches x2, Rations x 5, Waterskinx2, Flint and Steel, 1 healing potion (1d8 
HP), Hemp Rope (50ft), Adventurer’s Clothing.  All Characters start with 1d4x50GP.   
Fighter- Any armor up to Heavy Armor, a Shield and 3 weapons; Sorcerer- Spellbook, Staff, 1 other weapon, and 
Very Light Armor; Warrior Priest- Holy Symbol, Vial of Holy Water, 2 weapons (can be weapon of deity if 
chosen) or 1 weapon and a shield, and Medium Armor; Druid- Studded leather armor, 1 melee and 1 ranged 
weapon; Witch- Very Light Armor, Sickle or Scythe, and 1 other weapon.  Rogue- Two weapons, Light Armor, 
Thieves Kit, Caltrops, Smoke bomb, and Flask of oil;  Ranger- One melee and one ranged weapon, up to Medium 
armor, tent, bear trap, and cure poison potion; Barbarian- One 2h weapon, 1 other weapon, up to Medium Armor, 
one shield.  
 
If person takes a bow they start with 20 arrows.  If crossbow, 10 bolts. 
 
Saving Throws- Other bonuses and penalties may apply to various tasks. 
Saving Throws are (Half Attribute) + Level. Roll D20 equal/under. 
 
Doing Stuff: 
If it is reasonably achievable yet challenging for most humans: D20 under Attribute. 
If it would require specific training: D20 under Half Attribute. 
If it is also a trained Skill of yours: + Level 
If you have Double-Training: D20 under Full Attribute + Level. Natural 20 is always failure. 
 
Initiative- Roll d20 + Dex Bonus.  Rolled a 20- Act when you want, +2 on next roll.  Optional Rule- Each side rolls 
a d6, then whole side goes.  Then loser.   
Attacks: Attack Bonus plus Str bonus (melee) or Dex (ranged).  Damage is based on class.  20 on d20 is a critical, 
damage is doubled. 
Weapons: Two handed weapons (min Str 13)- Roll 2 of damage die, take higher of the two. Bows can be considered 
a two handed weapon.  Dual Wielding (min Dex 13)- +2 attack or +1 AC/rnd (specify).  Unarmed- ½ Class damage 
plus str modifier damage.    
Ranged Weapons: Bows/slings- move and fire (Bow- 100 feet/Sling- 20ft).  Crossbows- +2 hit/dmg- 1 round 
immobile to load (80ft).  Wheellock Pistols and Rifles- Roll weapon damage twice, take higher of the two; reduce all 
AC by half (except Heavy Armor), 2 round immobile to reload.  Crit failure on 1 and 2.  Pistol- 80ft, Rifle- 100 ft).   
Firing into melee equals x in 6 chance to hit comrade.  X= # of people, max of 5.  6 always hits enemy.  Can Aim- 
Full action, but no friendly fire and +2 attack. 
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Armor  
Very Light Armor- +1 AC- Max Dex Bonus +5- Dex Skill Roll Penalties- 0 
 Example- Cloth 
Light Armor- +2 AC- Max Dex Bonus +4- Dex Skill Roll Penalties-0 
 Example- Light Leather 
Medium Armor- +3 AC- Max Dex Bonus +3- Dex Skill Roll Penalties-1 
 Example- Studded Leather, Chain Shirt 
Heavy Armor- +4 AC- Max Dex Bonus +2- Dex Skill Roll Penalties-2 
 Example- Breatplate, Hide Mail, Half Plate, Chainmail 
Very Heavy Armor- +6 AC- Max Dex Bonus +0- Dex Skill Roll Penalties- 3 
 Example- Full Plate 
 
Armor Rules- Any class can wear any armor.  However Sorcerers cannot cast any of spells when wearing anything 
above Very Light Armor.  Dexterity starts becoming affected with Medium armor and above (this include Ranged 
Attack Bonus), so classes/characters that rely on that may find it more advisable to wear Light or less.   
Armor Class- Base of 10 + Dexterity Bonus + Armor Rating +/- Misc Modifiers. 
Shield: +1AC, May Be Sacrificed if a Normal DEX check is passed. If so, it is splintered and destroyed.  Ignore one 
physical attack. Shields are strapped to user’s Arm. 
Cover Mechanics 25 % Cover +2 AC; 50% Cover +4 AC; 75% Cover +6 AC; 90% Cover +10 AC; If in any cover 
you receive +2 to Dexterity saves.  
 
Bleeding Out- Bleeding out characters are dying and lose 1 HP per round until they reach their Con Score as a 
negative number (this can change due to temporary or permanent changes to the ability), at which point they die.  A 
bleeding out character can attempt a Constitution based save each round at a -2 to stabilize.  
 
Sunder- Weapons/Shield/Armor- Roll characters attack VS defense- on successful hit roll 1d6.  On a 5 or 6 you 
succeed in breaking the weapon.  Magical Weapons/Shield/Armor/Objects can only be destroyed on a roll of 6 (get 
save).  Objects- Roll of 4-6 will destroy most items.  Glass- Roll of 2-6 glass is destroyed.   
 
Surprise Attacks- When a character makes an attack against a target that is surprised there is a chance that the 
target can be knocked unconscious in one hit.  The damage must exceed the targets Constitution Score + HD.  
Several characters can attack one surprised enemy at the same time to achieve this. 
 
Back Attacks- +2 to attacks and damage is doubled.  Enemy must be unaware of attack.  A small weapon, such as a 
dagger or short sword, must be used.  A bow (but not a crossbow) is also able to be used to deliver a back attack.   
 
Defend- +4 AC, -2 Attack; Charge- +2 Attack, - 4 AC 
 
Quick Draw- Player can attempt to draw light/small weapon by making a Dex check.  Success it doesn’t take up 
movement action.   
 
Mounted Combat- All characters are capable or riding horses and functioning well enough in combat with them.  If 
stationary both the mount and the rider may make an attack roll.  If the mount moves then one or the other may 
attack.  If there is a clear space between the target and the mount that is over 20 feet away the rider may choose to 
charge.  With this both targets may attack the intended target only, but receive +2 to their attack.  To do this the rider 
sacrifices his attention to defense and both he and the mount suffer -2 to AC.  If the mount is attacked the rider must 
make a Dexterity check to remain seated.   
 
Experience- THE 2K STANDARD- Characters need 2000 XP for level 2, Doubled for each subsequent level. 
Once that number hits 128k (for lvl8), just keep adding 128k for each subsequent level (256k lvl9, 384k lvl10 etc.) 
Max level is 10. 
 
Experience Guidelines 

1) Enemies- Enemies give 50 xp per HD, +50 for weak special abilities, and +100 per beefy special abilities. 
2) Gold- Each 1 gp found equals 1 experience point.  
3) Magic Items- Magic items that are not used and sold are given an allotment of xp based on the gp value. 
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4) Experience Base- Each session the base amount of experience for playing is lvl x100. 
5) Role-playing/Creativity- Playing your character, less metagaming, and coming up with cool and creative 

ideas can grant bonus xp of 100.   
 
 
Monster Information 
Hit Dice: All monsters have a d8 HP.  Each monster, if 1 HD has 8 HP. 
Hit Points: Aside from first HD, roll each HD or average to 4.   
Base Attack Bonus: Is the same as the creatures HD. 
Armor Class: Base AC is 12 plus HD (max of 18).  After that creatures get damage reduction of extra HD to max 
of 5. 
Saves: Base save is 5 plus HD.  If it is a powerful creature (IE a Dragon), base save is 10 plus HD.   
Weapon: Choose weapon or natural. 
Damage: Based on size- d6 (Small), d8 (Medium), d10 (Large), d12 (Huge)- d20 (Giant+).  Two handed or dual-
wielding rules apply. 
Special: Give abilities to creature that can harm, hinder, or harass the players.  They can also aid the creature.   
 
Mutations- Roll 4d10, add together.   
 
4) Chameleon Skin- You can blend in with environment if you stand still for 2 rounds.  Targets suffer -4 to notice 
you.   
5) Slimy Skin- You are a slip and slide.  Barefoot must make a Dex roll to stay standing.  Targets have a hard time 
grappling you.  -2 to their rolls. 
6) Extra Limb- 1) Arm- You can get an additional attack but a -5 as standard; 2) Leg- When running roll 1d6 you 
can go that many more inches/hexes/etc. 
7) Extra Stomach (External)- It’s gross and bulging and pulsating.  You can go twice as long without starving. 
8) Extra Heart- You get +2 on endurance type rolls. 
9) Fire Breath- You can breathe fire (2d6 damage) 1 time a day. 
10) Telepathy- You can read others minds.  This is an opposed Wisdom roll.  If you roll a 1 you are overloaded by 
the mental assault and suffer 1d4 temp Wisdom damage.  Can also communicate with willing targets.   
11) Acid Blood- When struck with a sharp weapon acid blood spurts forth dealing 1d4 damage to the attacker.  You 
go through lots of new clothes and armor. 
12) Stomach Maggots- Strange maggots grow in your stomach.  Once per day you can vomit 1d6 of these things 
out and they will attack your chosen target.  They have 1 HP each, no bonus to attack (but do get a +1 for each as a 
gang up option).  Damage is 1d3 (+1 for each attacking the target).  They die at end of the day.  If you don’t puke 
them up, oddly enough you aren’t hungry. 
13) Jaunt- Once per day you can teleport up to 15ft away.  You can do this all at once or in 5ft clumps. 
14) Chitinous Skin- Your skin is hard and nasty.  You gain +2 Natural Armor bonus.   
15) Hypnotic Gaze- As Charm Person, once per day. 
16) Natural Weapons- 1)  Spiked Tongue- 5ft long- ½ Class damage; 2) Claws- As Class damage; 3) Tusks- ½ 
Class damage. 
17) Patagium (Flying Squirrel)- You can glide at ½ your movement. 
18) Bat Wings- Fly- Ascend 30ft, Dive 130 ft, and move 60ft rnd. 
19) Eyestalks- Poke you in the eye and it goes into your skull.  +4 to notice type rolls. 
20) Exploding Pustules- Once per day you can make this explode with a successful Constitution roll.  They do 
1d4+ ½ Con damage to all in 5ft radius. 
21) Protruding Bone Spurs- Bones jut out of your skin at odd angles.  They are sharp and extremely painful.  
When you grapple with someone they take 1d4 damage per round.   
22) Worm Infested Skin- Worms poke out of your skin and wiggle around.  It’s creepy.  You get +2 to Charisma 
checks when intimidating.   
23) Plague Skin- The GM selects an appropriate disease.  Anyone who touches your skin must make a successful 
Constitution save or contract the disease.   
24) Mandibles- Can bite for ½ Class damage.  Also able to gnaw through metal, given enough time. 
25) Compound Eyes- +4 against surprise attacks.  Can’t victim of back attack. 
26) Scorpion Tail- You have a tail full of nasty venom.  Does ½ Class damage.  Con save or be paralyzed for 1d4 
rounds.   
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27) Hulking Figure- Large creature- +1 Attack, -1 AC.  Fists do class damage.   
28) Terrible Gaze- As Fear, but on single target.  One time per day. 
29) Swarm of Flies- You can blow a swarm of flies out of your mouth once per day.  The flies occupy a 10ft radius 
and stay for 2d4 rounds.  Anything in the area suffers -2 to attack rolls.   
30) Regeneration- You regrow body parts.  You also regain 1 HP a round. 
31)  Hands on Palms- You can talk in any language, but suffer -2 to Charisma when you do, because it’s freaky. 
32) Antlers- You receive an additional +2 on attack when Charging (using these).  Does ½ Class damage + Str 
Mod. 
33) Serpentine Body- You’re fast and lithe.  Increase movement by 10’.  Dexterity based saves, roll twice- take 
higher of the two.   
34) Acidic Belch- As Fog Cloud spell, but all in it suffer 1d4 damage per round (even you).  1x/day. 
35) Suckers on Hands- +2 to climbing checks and +2 against being disarmed.   
36) Second Head- Separate personality from you, but not in control of body.  +2 against mind affecting spells. 
37) Rough Skin- Ignore 1 point of damage.   
38) Extra Adrenal Gland- Once per day get a second action to do something physical (move, attack, take potion). 
39) Shape Shifter- As per the Alter self spell.  1x/day. 
40) Ooze-like Body- Once per day you become rubbery and a puddle on the ground.  You’re pace is reduced to ¼ 
but you gain DR 2.  You can fit under cracks of doors.  This takes 1 round to do and 1d4 rounds to reform.  All your 
clothes and possessions are left behind. 
 
Ritual Magic 
 
Ritual magic is strange and dangerous.  Any spell in the spell list can be considered a ritual, and anyone person can 
cast rituals, so long as they have all the requirements.  Only spells from the Sorcerer and Warrior Priest lists can be 
cast as rituals.  Druid magic cannot be manipulated by such blasphemous and ambitious means.  Since Sorcerers, 
Warrior Priests, and Witches can usually cast spells from level 1-5, the rituals they attempt to cast are level 6 and 
above.  Greedy nobles, foolish townsfolk, and the like are more likely going to attempt lower level spells in order to 
give themselves more power.   
 
Learning the Ritual- Takes two weeks of intense study and 200 x Spell level in gold.  At the end of the study the 
caster must roll under their Intelligence (minus the spells level from the roll).  For each additional week of study the 
caster gets +1 to the roll.  If the caster fails the roll this particular Ritual is beyond his scope or understanding, and 
he cannot attempt to learn it again.  A library is required for this study, either the caster’s own or another person’s.   
 
Casting the Ritual-Casting Rituals cost not only in gold, but in the soul as well.  A Ritual costs 500gp x Spell Level 
in rare and strange ingredients and the caster must sacrifice 1 permanent point of Wisdom.  The casting takes 1 week 
plus a number of days equal to the spell level.  When the Ritual is done being performed the caster must make a 
Intelligence Save (if Sorcerer spell) or Charisma Save (if Warrior Priest spell), if successful the Ritual has been 
completed.  If not, see the Disasters of Failure below, this is in conjunction with any other mishaps that can occur 
when dealing with magic.   
 
At the beginning of the casting the caster must make a decision on whether the spell is to be cast immediately upon 
completion, or if he is storing it in an item (IE- Ring, Scroll, Amulet) to use at a later date.  A person can only have a 
number of Rituals stored equal to his Int mod, any more than that and the caster risks having strange and terrible 
mishaps happening to them.  Having that much potent magic trapped is dangerous.     
 
Special Modifiers- For every individual helping in the ritual (maximum of 5) the caster gets +1 to his roll.  If cast in 
the caster’s hallowed Workshop he receives an additional +1.  A Ritual Sacrifice gives a +3 to the roll.  The victim 
must be involved against their will and bound in special restraints.   
 
Disasters of Failure- The casting of rituals is not to be taken likely.  Messing with the powers of the cosmos does 
not go unnoticed by those beings long forgotten in space and time.  Generally these powerful spells do little more 
than disturb these strange creatures sleep, however every so often they stir and seek to destroy that which has gained 
their ire.   
 
Roll 1d8-  
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1. The creature has stirred but goes back to sleep.  A second failure at a Ritual will immediately reawaken this 

being and will immediately manifest at the casters location and destroy all within in its grasp. 
2. The creature stirs and moves in its sleep.  An earthquake that is centered on the caster and affects a 10 mile 

radius rocks the area. 
3. The being is not interested in the movement of ants and goes back to sleep. 
4. The being sends something from the void to kill the caster.  A being from the What Terrible Creature of 

the Darkness is This?! (see below)appears immediately and attacks the caster and all those in the room. 
5. The creatures brief moment of consciousness causes the weather to be completely opposite for the season.  

This lasts for 1d3 weeks.   
6. In a moment of agitated sleep the creatures shifts.  The caster catches a glimpse of this terrible being and 

immediately loses half their Intelligence score. 
7. The being perverts the caster who now becomes a devoted servant seeking to bring his master into the 

world. 
8. Like swatting a gnat on the wall the creature simply wills the caster out of existence.   

 
What Terrible Creature of the Darkness is This?! 
 
Base Creature- Two Attacks (1d6 claws, 1d4 bite).  AC 12.  Base Attack Bonus- Roll 1d6.  These can change based 
on what is rolled.   
 
Roll one of each the following polyhedral dice at the same time and consult below: d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20 
 
D4- Hit Points- Roll 1d20 and consult number on the die. 

1. +15 
2. +20 
3. +25 
4. +30 

 
D6- Form 1- Consult number on die and choose one of two. 

1. Glowing/Dark and Shadowy 
2. Freezing/Flaming 
3. Slimy/Dry and Cracking 
4. Necrotic/Pus Leaking 
5. Furry/Skin of Maggots 
6. Flayed and bleeding/Hard rock-like Skin 

 
D8- Powers 1 

1. Three Attacks 
2. Four Attacks 
3. AC 15 + d8 
4. AC 15 + d10 
5. Venomous Bite (-1d10 Dex per bite) 
6. Half Damage From Normal Weapons 
7. Immune to Normal Weapons 
8. Long Reach (up to 25 ft) with Claws 

 
D10- Appendages 

1. Tentacles 
2. Barbed  
3. Stinking 
4. Infected 
5. Snakes 
6. Baby Heads 
7. Intestines 
8. Overlarge 
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9. Underdeveloped 
10. Negative Energy or Smoke 

 
D12- Form 2 

1. Half Goat Man 
2. Swirling Wisp of Strange Energy 
3. Bulbous Frog With Maggot Eye Stalks 
4. Giant Eyeball Dripping Blood 
5. Horse Turned Inside Out 
6. Giant Stomach With Gnashing Teeth and Black Orb Eyes 
7. Your Character’s Mother, Beaten, Battered, Dead, and Bloated 
8. A Child’s Head on a Slimy Spider’s Body 
9. Strange Pulsating Tumor With a Hundred Legs and Four Hundred Eyes 
10. A Hanged Man With No Face, Moaning, His Intestines Trailing on the Ground 
11. A Small Body of Writhing and Crawling Insects With the Laugh of a Little Girl 
12. Body of a Lion, Centipede Neck, Face of Magic User, Mandibles of Beetle 

 
D20- Powers 2 

1. Miasmic Cloud (Cloudkill) 
2. Fire Breath (3d6) 
3. Spits Acid (2d8) 
4. Gaseous Form (at will) 
5. Invisibility (at will) 
6. Swallow Creature Whole (on natural 20 or if successful by 10 or more) 
7. Immunity to Magic 
8. Mind Control (at will, one at a time) 
9. Phantasmal Killer (at will, one at a time) 
10. Horrific Visage (Fear Effect- constant) 
11. Summon Undead (at will- 1d6 appear- can’t use again until all are gone) 
12. Make Like Thyself- Attacks Start Transforming Target into Summoned Being (under its control) 
13. Wall of Fire (at will, one at a time) 
14. Aging- Attacks cause target to age 1d10 years 
15. Transmute Flesh to Stone (on a successful hit) 
16. Fireball Blasts (at will, one at a time) 
17. Summoning (as this spell, but under control of the beast and not the caster) 
18. Impregnates (Constitution based save or now carrying a creepy fucker in your belly.  Can be man or 

woman.  Bursts forth in 1d10 days fully formed) 
19. Dimension Door (at will, one at a time) 
20. Death Touch (one time- no save- Summoned Creature immediately returns to the Void) 

 


